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Summary
We searched for a core mechanism underlying the diverse visual hemifields less effectively in dyslexics than in

normal readers. These abnormalities could reflect rightbehavioural and sensorimotor deficits in dyslexic subjects.
In psychophysical temporal order judgement and line parietal lobe hypofunction, a consequence of a general

magnocellular deficit demonstrated previously. Based onmotion illusion tasks, adult dyslexics processed stimuli in
the left visual hemifield significantly (~15 ms) more slowly these and previous data, we propose a causal chain which

could result in several sensory and cognitive deficitsthan normal readers, indicating a left-sided ‘minineglect’.
Furthermore, abrupt stimuli captured attention in both observed in dyslexic subjects.
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Introduction
Dyslexia is a common neurocognitive disorder running in Activation of the magnocellular system seems important

for efficient capturing of automatic attention (Steinman et al.,families: ~4–10% of the population have great difficulties in
learning to read despite adequate training, opportunity and 1997). Accordingly, dyslexic subjects, supposed to have a

deficient magnocellular system, often suffer from minorintelligence. Somewhat surprisingly, the problems of
dyslexics extend beyond the skills directly needed for reading. attentional problems (Klein and Farmer, 1995; Asbjornsen

and Bryden, 1998; Casco et al., 1998; Facoetti et al., 2000).For example, many dyslexic adults, as well as language-
learning impaired children (Tallal et al., 1998), are slow in We recently showed that the dwell time of visual attention

is 30% longer in dyslexic adults than in normal-readingprocessing rapid sound sequences (Hari and Kiesilä, 1996;
Helenius et al., 1999); here the time scales of interest are of control subjects (Hari et al., 1999b). The ‘attentional blink’

task used in our studies was based on the finding that thethe order of hundreds of milliseconds. Dyslexics also display
various visual abnormalities (Stein and Walsh, 1997; Demb subject, after identifying a target, is ‘blind’ to other targets

within the next 400–600 ms because the previous target tieset al., 1998) and may have trouble in balance and motor
control (Nicolson et al., 1995) as well as in processing rapid up the attentional resources (Duncan et al., 1994).

In a similar task, patients with left visuospatial neglectsequences of tactile stimuli (Laasonen et al., 2000). Because
the cognitive phenotype varies so widely across subjects, one after right hemisphere lesions can have up to four times

longer attentional blink than healthy controls (Husain et al.,is tempted to search for a core mechanism uniting this
diversity of disorders. One such proposal is the magnocellular 1997). Given the qualitative similarities between neglect

patients and dyslexics in this respect, we wondered whetherdeficit hypothesis (Lovegrove et al., 1980; Galaburda and
Livingstone, 1993; Stein and Walsh, 1997), suggesting that dyslexic subjects would also resemble neglect patients in

other aspects, and whether such similarities would illuminatethe basic disorder is a neurodevelopmental abnormality of
the magnocellular system. neuronal mechanisms underlying dyslexia.

We therefore tested adult dyslexics in a temporal orderThe magnocellular pathways, studied most extensively in
vision, consist of large and fast-conducting neurons that judgement task (Fig. 1A) in which neglect patients

demonstrate prominent slowing of processing in the leftrespond effectively to stimulus transients. Although the
magnocellular hypothesis is still under debate (Skottun, 2000; visual hemifield (Robertson et al., 1998). We also applied a

line motion illusion task (Fig. 1B) (Hikosaka et al., 1993) toStein et al., 2000), several behavioural, histological and
electrophysiological studies (Lovegrove et al., 1980; quantify the strength of automatic attention capture by visual

cues (Steinman et al., 1997). Our results demonstrate thatLivingstone et al., 1991; Galaburda and Livingstone, 1993;
Stein and Walsh, 1997; Demb et al., 1998; Iles et al., 2000) dyslexic adults suffer from a left-sided ‘minineglect’. A

preliminary report of this study has been presented in abstracthave demonstrated deficits in the magnocellular pathways of
dyslexic subjects. form by Hari and Koivikko (Hari and Koivikko, 1999).
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Fig. 1 (A) Set up for the temporal order judgement task. (B) Set up for the line motion illusion
task. The stimuli are shown on the right and the subject’s typical percept on the left.

At the time of our tests, the dyslexics were significantlyMethods
slower than the control subjects in reading (100.6 � 6.4Subjects
versus 159.1 � 4.6 words/min; P � 0.001; simple FinnishWe studied nine dyslexic adults [age 32.0 � 1.8
story) and in word recognition (832 � 60 versus 544 � 21(mean � standard error of the mean) years; six females, three
ms; P � 0.002). In the latter task, the subject had to decide,males; all right-handed] and 14 control subjects (31.4 � 2.0
as quickly as possible, whether a word presented on ayears; six females, eight males; one left-handed and one
computer screen was a real Finnish word or anambidextrous). All subjects gave informed consent. The
orthographically legal pseudoword; the correctly recognizeddyslexics had a diagnosis of developmental dyslexia (eight
words were used for calculating the word recognition speed.since school age) and seven of them had participated in
The highest level of education completed by the dyslexicsspecial tutoring during education. Subjects with any other

anamnestic or observed neurological deficits were excluded. was 12.9 � 0.9 years; all except the youngest one had finished
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professional education successfully, two had a university key press as in the above experiment. The subjects indicated
verbally, in a two-alternative forced choice manner, whetherdegree and two were studying for an academic-level

professional degree. Most control subjects were members of the line had appeared to move from left to right or from
right to left.the laboratory personnel; nine of them had a university degree

and two had finished other professional education. In both tasks, each subject viewed 250 stimulus
presentations; 40% of the stimuli were scattered randomly
across the whole interstimulus interval and 60% concentrated,
again randomly, in the middle half of the interval to increaseStimuli and tasks

All subjects participated in two psychophysical experiments: the number of data points and response reliability at the most
important cue–target delays; the presentation order and cue–a temporal order judgement task (Robertson et al., 1998) and

a line motion illusion task (Hikosaka et al., 1993; Steinman target delays were randomized online before each stimulus
presentation.et al., 1998). They viewed a screen controlled by a Macintosh

Quadra 840AV computer from an ~65 cm distance. The
stimuli were grey (7.9 cd/m2) on a black background (2.0
cd/m2). The main stimulus parameters were chosen on the Data processing and statistical analysis

The individual frequencies of ‘left first’/‘right first’ (temporalbasis of the original description of the tasks and adapted for
local viewing conditions; the low luminance of the stimuli order task) and ‘from left’/’from right’ (line motion task)

responses were converted to probabilities of ‘right first’ (orwas selected to increase the proportion of magnocellular
versus parvocellular visual processing (Purpura et al., 1988; ‘from right’) responses at each delay. A cumulative normal

distribution was then fitted to the data of each subject usingSteinman et al., 1997; Demb et al., 1998). A two-alternative
forced choice method was applied in both tasks, with no the least-squares criterion. The subject’s bias to left- or right-

sided responses is reflected as a deviation of the responsetime pressure for the responses. The experiments were
preceded by a short training period of five to seven trials on distribution’s mean from zero. The widths of the distributions

were quantified by calculating the difference between theeach task to ensure that the subject had understood the
instructions fully. 75% and 25% points of the cumulative normal distributions;

large values would indicate increased ‘simultaneity windows’In the temporal order judgement task, the subjects decided
whether a visual bar in the left hemifield preceded or followed within which temporal order judgements are vague. An

increase in the simultaneity window would also serve as ana similar bar on the right (Fig. 1A). The central fixation cross
‘X’ was on all the time, and horizontal bars, 1.4° in width indicator of sluggishness of temporal processing. Two-tailed

t tests were used in statistical comparison of the results.and 0.1° in height, appeared at symmetrical locations in the
left and right visual fields and at the same height as the
fixation cross. The outer edges of the bars were 4.2° from
the fixation cross. Randomly, either the left or the right bar Results

Figure 2A illustrates the results of the temporal orderappeared first, followed by the other bar after a delay that
varied randomly from 0 to 210 ms in 15 ms steps. Both bars judgement task, and Fig. 3A shows the corresponding mean

values of the response distributions across the subjects. Thewere removed 450 ms after the appearance of the second
bar. The subjects indicated verbally, in a two-alternative control subjects performed symmetrically for both stimulus

orders (the mean of the distribution did not differ from zero).forced choice manner, whether the left or the right bar had
appeared first. The new trial was initiated 1.8 s after the The ‘simultaneity window’, derived from the 75–25% width

of the distribution, was 64 ms (i.e. from –26 to �38 ms). Inexperimenter’s key press which coded to the computer the
subject’s vocal response. dyslexics, the corresponding window was 92 ms (from –62

to �30 ms), which was statistically significantly (P � 0.04)The line motion illusion task (Hikosaka et al., 1993) (Fig.
1B) was selected to obtain quantitative information on the prolonged compared with the controls, indicating increased

sluggishness of temporal processing. In dyslexics, thestrength and speed of automatic attention capture. In this
task, the subject perceives a line growing from a site where response distributions centred towards the left from zero

(P � 0.05), indicating preference for the right visual field.a cue stimulus has been presented slightly earlier. The illusion
is interpreted to reflect faster processing of stimuli falling For dyslexics, the left-sided stimuli had to precede the

right-sided ones on average by 16 ms to be perceived asinto the attended locations (Hikosaka et al., 1993).
The subject fixated on an ‘X’ situated 4.4° beneath the simultaneous. The centres of the distributions clearly differed

between the subject groups (P � 0.015).stimulus level. The cue (a 0.2 � 0.2° box) appeared to either
the left or right visual field at an eccentricity of 3.7°, and Figures 2B and 3B illustrate the corresponding results for

the line motion illusion task. The simultaneity window waswas followed after a random 0–210 ms interval (in 15 ms
steps) by a line which connected the two possible cue 48 ms (from –22 to �26 ms) in controls and 56 ms (from

–43 to �13 ms) in dyslexics. The normal-reading subjectslocations. However, the subjects perceived illusorily that the
line ‘grew’ from the cue site towards the other end of the showed a symmetric behaviour, and the mean of the response

distributions did not differ from zero. In the dyslexics, theline. The new trials were initiated from the experimenter’s
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Fig. 3 The mean (� standard error of the mean) values of
response distributions, determined by fitting a cumulative normal
distribution to the individual distributions. The P values refer to
differences between the two groups of subjects.

Fig. 2 (A) The mean (� standard error of the mean) responses of
nine dyslexic and 14 normal-reading subjects in the temporal
order judgement task of Fig. 1. The perceptual judgements, given
as the probability of answering ‘right first’, presented as a
function of the time delay between the left- and right-sided bars;
the 0.5 level of the perceptual judgement axis refers to equal
numbers of ‘left first’ and ‘right first’ responses. The negative and
positive time delays refer to left- and right-sided stimulus
precedence, respectively. (B) The corresponding data from nine
dyslexic and 14 normal reading subjects in the line motion
illusion task.

distribution was again centred significantly on the negative
delays (P � 0.007), indicating preference for right-sided
cues; the distribution centres differed statistically significantly
between the two subject groups (P � 0.003). The dyslexics
needed on average a 15 ms longer cue–target delay in the
left than in the right visual field to perceive the illusion in a
similar way. Although the mean widths of the response
distribution were slightly larger in dyslexics than in controls,
this difference did not reach statistical significance.

Figure 4 illustrates the response preferences in the two
subject groups at different delay times. The traces illustrate
the group means for differences between ‘right’ versus ‘left’

Fig. 4 The mean values across the two subject groups for the
response probabilities as a function of the delay time; if there probability differences for responding ‘right first’ minus ‘left
were no response bias, the curves should run along the zero first’, and the corresponding responses to the line motion. The

values are sliding averages of three time delays.line as they do for the control subjects. Dyslexics show a
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clear preference in both tasks for right-sided responses at spelling, writing, verbal memory, sensory processing and
phonological awareness (Eden and Zeffiro, 1998). Any propershort delays.
theory of dyslexia should try to account for these deficits, as
well as for the poor reading performance. The magnocellular
deficit hypothesis of dyslexia, providing one attempt at suchDiscussion
a unifying mechanism, has explained visual abnormalitiesDyslexic and normal readers differed consistently both in
successfully (Stein and Walsh, 1997) and could also accountjudging the temporal order of visual stimuli presented to the
for sensory deficits in other modalities because magnocellulartwo hemifields and in perceiving a line growing from left to
divisions appear to exist in the auditory, somatosensory andright, or vice versa, in the line motion illusion task. The
motor systems (Livingstone et al., 1991; Galaburda et al.,present experiments did not include any reaction time
1994). However, it has remained unclear how magnocellularmeasurements and thus possible motor slowness did not
deficits could cause reading disorders.contribute to the results.

We propose that the causal link from the magnocellularMost interestingly, dyslexics showed a statistically
deficit to reading and phonological problems involvessignificant right visual field advantage in both tasks, indicating
regulation of automatic attention. Dyslexics have variousthat their temporal processing is asymmetric and impaired in
sensory problems, many of which seem to be related tothe left relative to the right hemifield. This result supports our
impaired processing of stimuli that are presented in rapidhypothesis of a left-sided ‘minineglect’ (Hari and Koivikko,
succession (Tallal and Piercy, 1973; Hari and Kiesilä, 1996;1999), i.e. a right-sided spatial bias in selecting and processing
Stein and Walsh, 1997; Tallal et al., 1998; Helenius et al.,visual information. Moreover, the wider response distributions
1999; Laasonen et al., 2000). Such problems, on a time scaleof the dyslexics (statistically significant only for the temporal
of up to half a second, are unlikely to be accounted for byorder judgement task) suggest sluggish attention capture
deficient phase locking of neuronal firing (Hari et al., 1999a),associated with slowed temporal processing in both visual
or by prolonged conduction times. The primary cause ratherhemifields.
could be sluggish attention shifting, as suggested by ourIn previous literature, left-sided deficits of visual processing
previous finding that dyslexics are slower than normal readershave been observed in some dyslexic subjects (Stein and
in disengaging their attention from the previous target (HariWalsh, 1997). For example, children with reading difficulties
et al., 1999b). Such a control of automatic attention isand unstable control of vergent eye movements made more
attributed commonly to the posterior parietal lobe (Posnererrors in locating targets in the left than in the right visual
and Raichle, 1994).hemifield (Stein et al., 1989; Riddell et al., 1990). Recent

support for our minineglect hypothesis comes from dyslexic
children who displayed left inattention in a visual flanker

Parietal lobe and attentiontask (Facoetti and Turatto, 2000) as well as in a reaction
The left-sided minineglect, i.e. a spatially asymmetrictime task (Facoetti and Molteni, 2001), associated with
distribution of visual attention, seems to be a mild versionimpaired suppression of distractor information in the right
of the left visuospatial neglect after right hemisphere lesionvisual field.
(Husain et al., 1997). Thus it would be logical to assumeWe would like to emphasize the mildness of the observed
a minor right parietal lobe dysfunction in dyslexia. Theminineglect, so that its direct consequences on the subject’s
magnocellular input is important for parietal lobe functionreading and other performance may be minor. However, the
(Merigan and Maunsell, 1993) and, due to the generalexistence of the minineglect is in line with the magnocellular
magnocellular deficit, the dorsal visual stream of dyslexicdeficit hypothesis, and it supports our view that deficits in
subjects could receive weekend magnocellular input as wasprocessing rapidly presented stimulus sequences (Hari and
previously shown for the MT/V5 part of the dorsal pathwayKiesilä, 1996; Helenius et al., 1999) could be caused by
(Eden et al., 1996). It is clinically well known that lesionssluggish attentional capture and shifting, as discussed in more
of the right parietal lobe often result in contralesional neglect,detail below.
whereas corresponding disorders are rare after left parietal
lobe lesions. Thus one may envisage that a diffuse functional
disruption of the magnocellular pathways would first be seen

Dyslexia, sensory processing and the as a right visual field advantage. Thus a left-sided minineglect
could emerge as a result of decreased magnocellular input tomagnocellular deficit hypothesis

Dyslexia is often considered primarily a language disorder, the parietal cortex.
The importance of the right parietal lobe dysfunction forresulting from a failure to acquire adequate phonological

skills that are needed when written letters are translated into the deficits encountered in dyslexia is also emphasized by a
recent functional MRI study in which the right intraparietalsounds and words. However, dyslexic subjects suffer from a

multitude of minor symptoms that derive from diverse neural sulcus was activated consistently in an attentional blink task
(Marois et al., 2000), similar to that in which dyslexics havesystems and occur in variable patterns across individuals.

Dyslexia’s clinical signs vary widely, including problems in shown prolonged attentional dwell time (Hari et al., 1999b).
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The right intraparietal sulcus thus seems important for Due to genetic predisposition (Gilger et al., 1991), some
subjects may be more vulnerable to neurodevelopmentalcapacity-limited attentional processing of visual information

(Marois et al., 2000). disorders, such as immunological attacks affecting the
magnocellular neurones, which share a common surfaceHypoarousal of the right parietal lobe has been suggested

recently to underlie attentional deficit hyperactivity disorder: antigen (Galaburda and Livingstone, 1993; Stein and
Richardson, 1999). The resulting magnocellular deficit woulduntreated children showed right-biased line bisection

(suggesting a left neglect) but their behaviour was normalized have inevitable consequences in several neural systems, and
could then both directly impair purely sensory functions,by application of a stimulant drug; the reason for the

improvement was assumed to be correction of the right such as those underlying contrast sensitivity and identification
of formant transitions, and, importantly for our hypothesis,hemisphere hypoarousal (Sheppard et al., 1999). Interestingly,

the spatial imbalance in the time course of visual awareness also impair processing of stimulus sequences as a result of
sluggish attention shifting (Hari et al., 1999b). The minorin neglect patients, observed in the temporal order judgement

task, can be corrected transiently by a warning sound hypofunction of the right parietal lobe, for which we have
now provided indirect quantitative evidence in a group ofpresented just before the visual stimuli; thus phasic alerting

via subcortical projections can affect the speed of perceptual adult dyslexics, is in line with this reasoning; the hypofunction
can be related to sluggishness of attentional capture andprocessing even when the right parietal function is disrupted

to a certain extent (Robertson et al., 1998). shifting, as well as to modified spatial distribution of attention
(Merzenich et al., 1993; Facoetti et al., 2000; Facoetti and
Molteni, 2001).

The problems of temporal processing, manifested at timeParietal lobe and reading
scales up to a few hundred milliseconds, could themselves

Written language has existed for a relatively short time, and
play an important role in the genesis of the reading disorder,

it is thus not reasonable to assume innate brain mechanisms
for example by preventing the genesis of stable and invariant

for reading; therefore, learning-related effects play a crucial
phonetic representations, thereby affecting phonological

role. The magnocellular visual deficits of dyslexic subjects
awareness that is crucial for development of reading

typically are mild and cannot directly explain the reading
disabilities (Merzenich et al., 1996; Tallal et al., 1998;

and language problems. For example, the contrast sensitivity
Ahissar et al., 2000).

problems appear at low-luminance conditions that are not
Within this framework, the pattern of the subjects’

encountered during normal reading situations (Cornelissen
functional deficits would be determined by the neural systems

et al., 1995). Thus the link between the cellular level deficit
in which the magnocellular deficits are the most prominent.

and reading disorders has to be sought elsewhere.
The subject’s vulnerability could depend both on genetic

The parietal lobe supports several functions that are
factors and on the time of exposure to external noxious agents.

important for reading. For example, covert attention and
Thereby, clear subgroups of dyslexic subjects would emerge.

saccade control involve activation of common areas in the
parietal, frontal and temporal lobes (Corbetta et al., 1998),
and these two functions are closely interrelated: one first has
to shift attention to the target location before a saccade can Acknowledgements
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